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Inside Minute Paper.

3* As for oil, what is known is somewhat discouraging, 
Baker did suggest bores (his Report p. J6) and one might 
reasonably expect that there have been great advances in 
this geological field since 1922. It might well be 
necessary to have a survey made by an oil geologist.

/ 6 .
Laid on the Table at a meeting of the Legislative Council

Hon. Col. Sec.,
Since this Colony could not afford work, so far as can 

be seen, for a geologist sine die any such officer would be 
appointed from the Pool, as is recommended for the Falklands 
in Red (16) p. 13 herein.
2. I was in the Colony at the time of Baker’s tour and was 
rather surprised at the comparative shortness of the time 
spent in the field work (16 months). Whether this speed is 
inlierent in geological work or not I cannot say as geologists 
belong to a profession other than my own. Perhaps 
incorrectly,/inclined to the view that he dismissed the 
"Bitumen” somewhat too hastily.
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I would make the suggestion that the first call should be 
for a oil geologist who could make reasonably conclusive 
report on the matter of oil in the Falklands.Ito,

Government Naturalist.
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whether the existing surveys i.e. Baker and Halle, are 
adequate foundation for work by a specialist a geologist cannot 
say, but as they are printed an opinion could readily be formed by the specialist. we would then know if the oil geologist 
should be preceded by someone who would fill in enough general 
detail to enable the specialist to proceed without waste 
time. 

6. It may be I am running a serious risk of creating a chimera 
but I should record that over 20 years ago I examined a very thin 
black stratum in the Devonian near Chartres. ’.'ith extremely 
crude apparatus I distilled from a small sample a minute amount 
of what appeared to me to be light mineral oil.It is possible that thizr commercially useless strata are 
well known and that I attached a quite exagerated interest to 
an unimportant phenomenon.

// 4<4>

U» It is quite certain that any geologist working here should be of a particularly hardy and athletic type, 
since we also need a man of first class scientific ability 
and knowledge if follows that the greatest care must be‘taken I when one is appointed. Y?e do not want a new graduate who is J merely working for a PIb.D. (cf para 17. p. 12 Bed (16) i)
5- It is a matter for consideration whether a geologist 
would be satisfied with the charts numbered 135U A and B which 
all we can offer at the moment^and advice should be taken on this point.

The Introduction to Baker’s report sets out the difficulties 
he encountered and in many ways' there has been little change in 
the last 25 years.

Io Cp,



QlgC^AR
lb th March, 19U5*

I appointed in February, l$wA;

The Officer Administering the Government of

I have ale 
the Colonial Roscg 
of it and gave xb

and some discussion of 
their Progress Report- tor 19C-2/3 
and choir first .Annual Report, :

wnged for the Report to be considered by 
ch •. ••oumitte-., who e:q?ressed their appreciation 
.. ecommendations their cordial support*

Downing Street,

Sir,

2<> In order bo prepare the way for a detailed, consideration 
of the weeds of Colonial Geology, I appointed, in February, 
an ad hoc Com ittee bo ■ / - ■' ler the needs for geological work in the^Cbloriial arc the best organisation to carry it out-..
t now enclose co c: the Report of tills CommitteeP whose 
<?j?guuient and vecoi.imendations will be found most concisely 
summarised on pages I’. - 8 of the enclosed print Chfu Mo* 8* Uy 
object in ? •■ intin this ( .' unittee was t'c secure the advice 
Interest of the r ost ./ inent • sc < gieal a tfyorities this 
country in 31 . . Jolonis . geology and you will, I am sures
agree wibf. me In nox/lcdglng the valuable and painstaking work
which they have devoted to than, and that ’-hei:? Report will 
greatly f cilitate further consideration of this most important 
subject.

to the effort with urgent 
• - —- -. ~~ ~ y

h* I propose first to discuss certain genera', aspects of -n.e 
Committee’ . re - and then tc c dLth one or two
points cf coi •.. ■■ . .. j et .'. .. ; ■ will not have escaped you in
year pcrusc.1 ol bbc Reports of the Research Committee, to which 
I ha c referret the proposals for geodetic and topographical 
survey with which I have dealt in earlier correspondence, that 
there are certain generic chargehxch. tics 'common to the proposals 
for enlarged provision for research and investigation which have 
boon occasions^ <he prf^ -.sicn of funds on a new and increases 
scale under .he Colonial ,’s\ olc-pmeri and Welfare Act of 19ij.0> 
The most important -.re, J", think, an. appearance of centralism hi 
and a strong a-td new emphasis on comprehensiveness* I apyrebord 
bhe possibili’^ that some Goverm-rients and technical Depart.’'c-xis . iTiay conclude that there Is some attempt to derogate from t?.olr 
autonomy and e. danger that the Ikeeetion of scientific and 
investigationa2 woivc may be centralised in London to an extent 
detrimental, whatever its theoretical advantages may be, necerjsary close correlation of much scientific < 
local needs. I wish to make it clear that I have most ca... jfr: 
considered tills possibility, as .1 would he the last to sup;ort .my 
schemes of centralisation for its own sake, but that I em 
satisfied that the dangers indicated above are in fact without subst once*

I have ti\c honour to address you on the subject of the 
future organisation and expansion of Geological survey work in 
'the Colonies. (kor the purpose of this despatch, the term 
uColonyu may be Vkea as including all territories whose affairs 
come within the purview of the Colonial Office irrespective of • 
their exact const!-uttonal status. To avoid periphrases the 
words "Colony” and "Colonial” will be used in that sense through-* 
out this despatch). The Co.lonial Research Committee have 
considered this subject as part of their general review of the 
needs of the Colonies in regard to research and investigation, 

their general conclusions is contained in 
’ j (Cmd. Mo0 6^86 of November ,lQb-3) 
1943/k (Cmde Mo, 6535 of May



I thixik

The proposals of the

/Committee

7e The mutter may also, I thixik, usefully be considered in another way* There is no doubt that the proper investigation and exploitation of the mineral and soil resources of the Colonies require a much greater expendltux;e of effort and the services of many more geologists than have been available in the past* The output of brained geologists is very email P and it will not be increased unless there are not only more posts for them, but substantially more 
:-?c zourable terms of service* A mere increase in the geological staffs of Colonial administrations would not., in my view, achieve this end, if only for the reason that, as I have explained above 
this would not vender possible the continuous employment of many of the specialists whose services are essential if the full benefit of modern geological science is to be reaped* The proposals of the

6. The transition from what, for want of a better and less disparaging term, I may call the piecemeal technique to the coinprehensive one makes it necessary to reconsider the organisation waich was evolved as appropriate for an earlier stage in the application of science to the solution of Colonial problems., Two considerations arisej first* the co-ordinution of work in different branches of science,'owing to the large and increasing number of poizxts at which they impinge upon one" another* and* secondly* the internal problem of insuring the best deployment of the resources of each particular science* As to the first, I am not concerned here to do more than to point out the need fox* co-ordination of effort, e*go as between geology and topographical mapping in respect of the preparation of geological maps, between geology and agriculture in regard to soil surveys and the ascertainment and exploitation of underground water resources* between geology and Public Works Departments* etc. in regard to the use of local materials for all forms of construction* The second point is of ir.mediate relevance to our present .problem* As the Committee have pointed out, modern geology is becoming increasingly specialised in a large number of directions* We are leaving behind us the time •71:on the non~specialised geologist can have more than a .limited usefulness* It follows that the thorough basic survey and • 
geological mapping which the Committee put in the forefront of their recommendations increasingly require the employment of balanced teams$ balanced in relation to the particular characteristics of the. regions wider survey5 and specialists woxicing in co-operation with one mother* ]?ow& if any Individual Colonies could afford tosuch teams, and even where they could, it is improbable that any bx\t the very largest area could find useful employment- at a31 times for all.the specialists who must nevertheless be available as required if the work is to be 'wel.l done* The Committee have aGGoralngly proposed the creation of a Colonial Geological Service, organised in regional groups, with a central pool to meet tae needs ox Colonies which do not fall within axiy of the regions specified*

5v Comprehensiveness is, on the other hand, a genuine general characteristic of these proposals and represents an important and valuable development which is in complete accord with current scientific trends* It is no disparagement of research and scientific work in the past, in the Colonies or elsewhere, to say that* magnificent as have been its individual achievements in particular fields and in the solution of specific problems, it is only lately that scientific techniques have so far advanced as to render possible a reaJ. systematic, comprehensive advance on almost all fronts* As such an advance becomes possible, so it becomes imperative* if we are to avail oux^selves of the full resources of modern science in the discharge of our responsibilities to Colonial peoples*
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10 I do not pre . ae o deal with all the rnggestiong made 
the Committee since they are set out with sufficient clarity in 
their Report* There are, however, one or two joints of 
comparative detail -;o which X invlo-e your attention® in th.-? first 
place there is a slight omblgvaty in Appendix AP Sections IB and 
2'£, It was not, of eoursa, in tended to suggest that the</.reposed 
Malayan and Carlbbea.'.? regions should, in any way be associated., b-. •■ 
only that the same scale of provision, appeared appropriate for- 

■e az?

•■. ■ • ■-. • . tee ating c n futu re 7 3 ' :
•1.. 7C-- at length on the achievei-ients of the past, ru?y- iA-.• 
7-:. :■ ‘ ish vie it •Report ’*-0 be construed as m any way a ••< 
of h work of C .. . ( ■ ■ ■’•.•■.• y. . •-. .. . / ■ .. .
achievements -w ind . 7.7 ._• legists. The " ts would
•• .- ■ •■.: ict ai y such 01 -■.. is Lon ■- • •■ . ■ ' • • th ■ : tn ort; • ■
min ng • idii ie; which make s< . . contribution .... the
e co nomvz life ci* many Colonies.; and win? ch in large measure owe 
their existence to official geologists? it 13 precisely the worl 
of those already in the field which has demonstrated the value of 
geological survey and pointed the wzy to even better things in 
the future-
>\ for the reasons which I have given, X cm very favourably
ju’pj-esseb by Aie general argumurit of Aie Ccir.mivtee for a

■ . ■. ■ .. cten ■ n ■ ■ eological w .. . < Ln the Coldnies
: •_• • -7. nis • on or ' ' e ge ral - 3 they propose 

not, heweve-^ propose ho take any final decision in the tauter 
until, I have had sa opportunity of considering your views. I 
should he gr-ate'ful to have those views as soon as pcsoible since., 
if a schema on these general lines is to be inaugurated, no' time 
should be lost in making know that fact3 in order that ; respective 
geologists may be encouraged to equip themselves for entry into 
the proposed. Cervice^ As to finance, I consider that a scheme 
on the lines yropasehif adopted, would rank ‘nigh for asoisu?..ice 
under the Colonial development and Welfare Act. though in ”/ie\.- cf 
the possible substantial benef . • •: . may be j?-. ;,
7c ac .- 1 ie some C lonj . ■ . ec tly or 7 . •. c 11. . s  e
cor:trlbu.tlon. from. Colonial ,. .■‘•7.7 rd • r.oi be -irv

. - 7 • '■ ■ . .■•/• question . : 7ther,
■ -.77 •: ? ■ 7 . 7 c .■ „/< s ;would cc ntinue the:iseIves

umploy jjuy avo.777_.-P:3 or 7."ae.ther eld Government geologists wc...~ 
be e?:pected tc become members of the proposed regionally org-. . 
Se.7-vicef The Committee do not specifically discuss this peine, 
but it is clear that while in paragraph 9 they expect .that a 
number of geologists would be working" on local rather than 
regional problem . y ozitemplated the latter alternative 
aa^icipave thay some Colonial Governments msy be relucsanv to 
&C(£uie£C7; i>x ,a state of affairs in which no geological staff w.77 .7. 
be undex' their direct control, and that a x^gional surve,. 
organisation, 0?? central pool.', whatever its advantages in cwyiy 
respects, would not for- all purposes be an entirely udeo.7777 
substitute. 1 3ymp'ithli?e with this view, and I can see ?vj 
objection to the retention of some geologists in the direct 
employment of Colonial Governments* parr.icularly where fr7;.;;ar-tmer.«. s 
have a frequent need for geological work to be done as a prj.r< <7-7



OLIVER STANLEY

12» A final point 6f importance is the relation between the 
proposed Directors of regional survey organisations and the 
Governments of the territories constituting those regions*

their normal duties, n’here geologists are retained in the direct 
sei ice of Colonial Governments., 1 consider :7 howeverthat the?.r 
tQ\ as of service should as far as possible x? ass dilated to ;hose 
of uho, proposed Geological service* in order to facilitate the free 
interchange of personnel and its empdopi.ient co the best general advantage*

Governments of the territories constituting those regions* The 
Committee recommend that the Directors should consult the various 
interested Governments in framing their survey plans, and this is 
certainly most desirable* I feel, however, that this arrangement would leave the initiative and. responsibility for consultation to 
the Directors to a degree which they themselves might find 
embarrassing* I should therefore, welcome your observations on 
the suggestion that in such cases there might usefully be 
established. Regional Consultative Committees5 representative of 
the various Governments concerned, whom the Directors would, be 
expected to consult in regard to their planss without? however,, any impairment of theii- responsibility for the plans actually 
adopted;.

I have the honour to bes SirP
Your most obedient. humble servant,
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(1)

(2)

(3)

2«

)?ort Stanley* which is in reality a Outside there are no settlements whatever other
&

All the land except for relatively araall Government Seservcs Mg been alienated, in largo freehold blocks.
There is only one Totm: village, than clusters of faria-houses and buildings on private land

?.c. 9 ti.i’.,
, (F. 7:u3 COLONIES.

ja the soheiiic as a iiliole I have no coasaoniG or criticisms to 
it is in accord with ;r-v own suggestions la paragraph ":7 of the 

wro attached io asy letter to 7 ir S-sox‘go Caier ol 20th betoters 19i0s 
and. .7 ticul&rlv welccsao the uuggeation in parafjraph h of 3?o<xr 
Qcsgatcli regarding otmontciiipe.

*-4a x* .t*- >•.-.... t -•. u

G<>v\. Rn;.ll;-T2
STAB&BT* 

2nd 19U5*

X r^-.vc 2he hOzioux* uo to youx1 (X>ni2id©ntial doopatch^ Uo» 35 
o;C the 15th SGptegdhcr^ 1931^ ard. to suendt coinnente on the seher^o 
.tor the geodetic rjmd topographical survey 02 the Colonial k^pi:eo<.

lao .<alhlaiKi ZalandB one of thoGo colonioG ivhoro there has 
'been practically no suxvey at all® xt moreover9 unioue in
Boveral reaijocts

There ore ho roadSo
Zdld HONQUi(ABLE
X .. o a® 8fr/za<Yp

SEGda-W 02



The extent of existing surveys is && follows*

in those circwiisttexccs the benefits of the- proposed survey to

(a) the i'acilitetion el' all lead ccaivcyanaixig and similar business

O)

b
Report 
lPdor£j

u *the colony would be

9a

tx*

Charts exist ox some of the Dependencies but there Ms been Limited surveys are now being ?\n aeroplane was suggested for y though this cannot be provided

2 ~

the provision of accurate information likely to be of the greatest value in the not injprobablo event of th© government wishing to buy back large areas of freehold. land in the future for public development.

® The geology of tlic Colony has been investigated (vide "Final on Geological Investigations in the Falkland Xslards-’ by H. ,d Bakery a* jow J, Govem^nt Geologist 19£0-*1922) with negative insultsy though ohc- possibilities ox oil eamot be di-x regarded J

" b.9 i'hc extent of existirtg si^veye is as follows* 'the coastsbeen charted at various times (not always accurately) by the Royal 2;avy awd certain praminont fe-atv-i’es have been ffixcd{: in the process® Recently a u.ilt of the Royal .' nglaeurs carried out an excellent\ topograpMcal survey of the nelghbourhoaa ox’ btaalcy and a cadastral £>.’w° ciwvcy of the To , .•aidp ItGOlx (your despatch*; Lo® i;3 ox the path1 Bepta:ibor9 'ohl>9 refers) /.isc- the colony is unsuiveyecL^eptanoerg '<9/^

vrogosod aoxdal devolop^'h; bp private entoi^ioo provide 
some ox" 'die ,.;jcxurd facilities aerial surveys xvhieli would othendsc 
have to he SYneciully i^rovided..

3® r ‘ ‘ ’
little ox4 no terrestrail surveying.carried out in the Graham Land area.survey purposes in the Dependencies and, •“ J ‘ at present^ aircraft will perhaps form part ox the e^uip^nt o£~tho ./aitarctic ixisoe alter the vzar.
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X have the- honour to
Yow? obedient
Iiwfole servant *

9© Surveying in the Dependencies will Ue partly for political^ 
navigational and cxplorutox’y purposes but the principal value will 
doubtless be geological as there are indications of the presence of 
islnemls in certain araum

i-^9 
' ♦ css

■JO, '/7ic.rc is at pr,;ses.t ao ciualifiad ounruyoj? her-e Oux- cars'yirig 
out aay cacuiSteal susv^ro which inigiit 02 i3equij?eas but the s-oggestion 
in _;.:.--’ai'.;.u:.h four* ci 73ux? despatch will ps’avi.ic a”vsluible o~>onizig i’or 
sorcc oi the J-ocal students rxa? z>ccaiviag secondary education in

\r' Montevideo undej? the Govex’nmfnii; .;cholax*ahip Seberas described in t^r 
<? v telegsasij Ko. 170 oi the 2ind Avgusts 1942.

4



From

Date 

...... Saving.No. OOIffiIDE.HTIAL

SEOER.

THE FABKFiA^L ISLANDS-.

With reference 
, 1945

. ?8'Wl946

to your confidential 
despatch of 2nd June, 1945, I appreciate that 
rrruch of the contents of my circular despatch of 
the 29th of March regarding the establishment 
of a Colonial Survey Organisation are 
inapplicable to the special circumstances of 
the Falkland Islands. I hope, however, that if 
in future you should require any special 
surveys to be carried out by the Colonial Survey 
Organisation, you will not hesitate to inform 
me of such requirements so that the Director 
may be consulted with a view to giving you 
every assistance.possible.

''

Saving.
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

To the Officer Administering the Government of.

1 AP . 946
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17th October. 1946.

cineerned.

bumble- servant
A. CREECH JONES

k. c\■'O<
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THE OFFICER ADMINISTERING
THE GOVERNMENT OF

•M
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I have the honour to be 
Sir, 

Your most obedient

together with others derived from the 
the Colonial Office in connection

, are emb 0 di e d'in the

If ^-’“'"-5

In view of the importance of mining in the 
economic development of the Colonial territories and the 
impact of mining operations on the social structure of the 
communities concerned, my predecessor felt th:.t it was

. desirable that Colonial Governments should be furnished with 
guidance on the general principles which should be followed 
in framing mining policy. The Colonial Economic Advisory 
Committee was therefore asked to study the questions 
involved, and, the Committee have now submitted valuable 
rc c o mmen notions whie h, 
experience available t' 
with mining legislation and problems 
c- no 1 c s c d me mer and uni.

Sir,

A-’ ’

Q

Downing Street,

2. I de net pretend that the memorandum is exhaustive,
but it d. es indicate the major prints which should be taken 
into consideration in framing a policy. No other industrial 
development has such potentialities for good or ill as mining 
and it is, therefore, of the utmost importance that the 
Government should retain adequate control at all stages in 
order to ensure th:t mining enterprises are carried on in 
the interests of the territory and for the general benefit . 
of the community at large.
3. The local application of the principles suggested
in the enclosed memorandum will necessarily vary in view of 
the widely differing conditions in the various Colonial 
territories and 1 sh.uld welcome your comments on the 
memorandum in the light of conditions in the territory with 
which you are concerned. In any event I trust you will net 
hesitate to consult me further. I shall always be happy to 
.-.urnish you. wifch advice derived from the many sources at my 
service.
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MEMORANDUM ON COLONIAL, MINING POLICY

3
9

1+.

/5.
'■ 26-

t he quo s t i on 
ownership of

Gold Const, 
and gold of Nigeria, 
mineral resources has not exhausted 
further riches may be revealed.

2.
other forms of productive activity such as agriculture 
husbandry and forestry.

mat tors.

/AR1''

There is o. fundamental difference between mining and 
 ;, animal

Whereas policy in the latter cases should 
aim at the preservation and improvement of the- productive powers 
of the basic natural resources of a territory, mining essentially 
consists of the removal of valuable natural resources which once 
removed, cannot in the nature of things be replaced. The process 
is therefore in the nature of the realisation of a capital asset 
and the general aim of mining policy must therefore be to make the 
best possible arrangements for realising such an asset.

The purposes of this memorandum is to put together in 
a convenient form the principles which should, and broadly speaking 
do, govern the policy of Colonial Governments in mining matters. 
It is not intended to be read as a detailed statement of policy 
applicable equally and in all particulars in every territory in the 
Colonial Empire. There are in certain territories special 
considerations, derived from their past history or social structure, 
which may militate against the full adoption there of the principles 
set out below, but at a time when all Colonial Governments are 
framing their post-war policy it would seem to be of service to them 
to have before them such a broad general statement of policy.

The discovery of minerals raises nt once 
of mineral rights. The position in regard to the 
such rights varies between the different territories in the 
Colonial Empire. In some, the Crown owns all rights; in others 
it retains rights in all lands alienated after a certain date, the 
rights in lands alienated before that date having passed to surface 
owners; in one or two territories such rights have been conceded 
to corporations by charter or by agreement; in still others all 
mineral rights, except on Crown Land, belong to surface owners, 
in some cases individual owners, in others native communities.

The logical first step in the mining policy of any 
territory must be the determination of the extent of its mineral 
resources. It is recognised that in the past many mineral deposits 
some of them among the most important in the world, have been 
brought to light by the prospecting work of individuals, but past 
experience has also proved the value of the work of government 
geological surveys. It is to the- latter for instance that was 
due the discovery of the diamonds, bauxite and manganese of the 

the iron ore and diamonds of Sierra Leone, the coal 
It may well be that the exploration of 

its possibilities and that
In these circumstances the- 

maintenance and extension of geological surveys should bo a 
primary object of policy, and accordingly p r u v i si c n h us b e- n made 

I u^hcr tbv, Col uni- 1 Av elcpmunt and Welfare Act for funds to_be 
|allocated for -Colonial, geoli /icnl surveys. Replies from Colonial
Ho v e rnme n t s t c ~C cl one 1 St; ml ey ’ s c i r c ul ar d c sou t c h of the 14 th of 
March, 1945 indicated a general a c c c p t a nc g of ’ tic " pr epos al s made 
in "Thu Report of the Committee on Geology and arrangements have now 
been made for the appointment uf Dr. F. Dixey, O.B.E., at present 

’director of Geological Surveys, Nigeria, to be the Director of 
Colonial Geologic .1 Surveys. As such, Dr. Dixey will bo the 
Secretary of State’s adviser on all geological matters. One of 
his first tasks will be to prepare a scheme for a Colonial 
Geological Survey Service on the lines laid down in the Report 
of the Committee and he will take into consideration the views 
expressed by various Colonial Governments on these
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on

say nc t mere than 5$.

be kept well in

(a) Mines should be run
(b) if economic size.The unit of .peration should be

/(c)

T h u pr opcrticn p aya ble 
but ide-ally it should

efficiently.

Finally 
c•' nt r.. 1 the size of 

In pursuit cf 
Gy provides for the 
or .lienation of 

where such provision is net yet made the 
turrit ries concerned might well consider its

advantage, 
legislati:n, 
inevitable.
payment demanded is hardly likely t.
present net value cf the minerals in the ground

7. The explcitatiu-n of mineral wealth opens out many problems
of economic and social consequence tc the- territory concerned, and 
it is therefore of the utmost importance that it should be studied 
in relati n to the economy ..f the territory as a whole and that as 
an industry, mining should be properly regulated, and its development 
in regard to other minerals, transport, labour supply, ether industries 
and agricultural and subsistence production kept amenable to public 
control. Mining should be carried on according te a deliberately 
planned programme and its social consequences carefully foreseen and 
directed so that the evils of unregulated devel pmunt and consequent 
social distress and effects on agricultural village life and 
diversion of manhood cl. nut arise. It would seem theref re that in 
shaping mining policy the following features shoul 
mind:-

5. There are powerful arguments to be adduced fur the 
vesting of all mineral rights in the. Crown, In the first, plac 
’the-development uf minerals in colonial conditions frequently 
requires considerable government expenditure, e. g. on survey, 
transport or ether facilities and it is undesirable that the 
results of such expenditure should accrue tc private mineral 
owners. Secondly, a multiplicity of owners is frequently an 
obstacle to the organisation f economic units of operation. 
Thirdly, the payments made under contracts between owners and mining 
companies do not .necessarily accrue to the benefit of the members of 
the community which have tile most substantial interest in the lands 
affected. Fourthly, minerals are important economic assets to a 
territory and being the gift _;f nature, their benefits should be 
shcred by the community generally, to which they belong, and not to 
be enjoyed merely by limited groups uf private- individuals who are 
often not members of the community concerned. Finally, Government 
by possession of the rights is in a position tc 
concessions and the rate and terms of exploitation, 
these conceptions must Colonial legislation al re 
reservation cf mineral rights in any future sale 
Grown or public lands; 
Gover nme n t s u f t hu 
adoption.

6. If mineral rights have already passed into private hands, 
the arguments stated in the preceding paragraph for the Government’s 
retaining such rights are equally valid fur recovering them, but 
each case will require a careful assessment f the balance of 

They could be recovered either by agreement -.r by 
but in either event some payment must be regarded as 
Where the. existence of minerals is already proved the 

be 1 uss than the estimated
, and Government will 

have to consider whether the advantages uf the transfer are sufficient 
to justify locking up part f their funds in a long-term investment 
of this kind. Where the minerals are not pr ved, an immediate 
cash payment may prove to be a purchase- f sumutning that does not 
exist. In such cases thu most suitable form ...f cumpunsutiun would 
seem to be the payment tu the owner of the minerals fur a limited 
period, say nut mure than 25 years, cf a pr* portion uf thu royalties 
ur other revenue received by the Government in respect of the 
exploitation _f the mineral rights resumed, 
would necessarily depend on the circumstances, 
be quite small,

e.



(c) Other natural resources should be protected.
(cl)

(e)

(f)

(g)

In

th
is very5

(a) Efficient operati n.

/(b)

Minimum standards whether in the case of publicly or 
privately owned mines can be considered seriatim in relation tc t 
objectives I have already mentioned.

The rate- 
have regard t. 
ccnsiderations.

the mineral is 
where these circumstances d-. 
interests are .ready 
taken as ruling cut

Lab ur conditions should be ef good standard and 
welfare and social arrangements properly provided 
f- r.

prepared
seme casus
menticned ab ve
is private
should not be impossibl
c

Provision should be made for the indigen-us populations 
t fit themselves for the highest technical and 
administrative posts.

in the case of private exploitation, applicants for 
mining leases should be required t- show that they or their agents 
have suitable technical qualifications or (in exceptional cases of 
small scale mining) at any rate an adequate knowledge.^f the mining 
regulations. Holders of prospecting licences and mining leases 
should be required to furnish the Government with full particulars 
of all information of geological interest obtained in the course 
of their prospecting er mining perations and accredited 
Government officials should have full access to all mineral 
workings. Local Governments must insist that the grant of a 
mining lease involves the mechanisation of the mine, where possible, 
proper safety measures, fair conditions of employment, and adequate 
safeguards to prevent the destruction of amenities.

Colonial G vernments should, where necessary, be 
t< undertake mining operations on their own behalf, 

it may not be possible tc achieve the objectives 
except by public operation, but whether opera ti..n 

• r public these -.bjuctives should be aimed at. It 
i\r Governments cither through an 

xisting Department .r by engaging experienced technical manage
ment, ..r sometimes by the creati n of public utility corporations, 
tc expl it new mineral res-, urces for the public benefit in 
ha rm c ny with these ..b jec tives. They might oven consider the 
operation . f mines already developed where suitable conditions 
exist and the necessary arrangements can be made. Indeed, there 
may be- circumstances in which Government mining w-uld be 
particularly desirable, e.g. where private c. acorns are unwilling 
to take the risk o-f investment, where the minerals arc consumed in 
whole .r in great part within the Colony and Government operation 
is th ught necessary tc protect the c nsumcr against expl- itati._n 
cr where the mineral is f special strategic importance, but even 

not apply the fact that private 
t-o take the risk of investment should not bo- 
f c- nsiaeration public -.pc ration of mining.

3o far as private working is concerned, 
rasp nsibility of the l_.ee.1 Government for the maintenance of 
minimum standards in the variety of conditions . f mining 
real.

of development and exploitation should 
social as well as economic

An adequate shore of the- proceeds of mining should be 
retained in the Colony.



capacity

(i)

(ii)

(ill)

?

(iv)

I (v)

/(d)

♦

at VC 
certain

The period of mining leases should not be too long.
I consider that a reasonable arrangement is an 
initial term of 21 to 25 years with provision for 
renewal at the option of the lessee for a similar 
period on the conditions available for the grant 
of new leases at the date of renewal.

(c) By the protection of other natural resources is envisaged 
particularly the protection of agricultural land, forests and rivers. 
These ends should bo secured by legislation reinforced by inspection 
and Government should have the right, in particular, to include in 
leases clauses requiring the restoration of land to a state suitable 
for agricultural operations after mining has ceased, where such land 
was previously of agricultural or pastoral value. There should be 
protection against subsidence and deposits and debris should be 
disposed of so as not to create unsightly dumps which destory the 
local amenities.

Mining leases should not include land definitely 
proved to be non-mineral’ bearing and not needed for 
actual mining operations and if part of the land 
covered by a lease proves to be of this character 
it should be surrendered. Land for houses or other 
ancillary purposes should be obtained under ordinary 
land leases.

All leases should provide for a minimum "dead rent" 
to be paid whatever the output, subject to waiving 
only where it can be shown that it creates a drain 
on a company’s resources in the development stage 
or in the course of a depression.

An exclusive licence to work all the minerals in a 
Colony should never be granted. A mining lease 
should generally cover one mineral only or minerals 
found in association, such as a load or "copper 
gr oup.

(b) The size of mining units should be such as to ensure 
the most economic conditions of working, that is, they must 
neither be- so small that the burden of, overheads is greater than 
it would be if the size of the unit was increased, nor so large 
that the operators lack sufficient inducement to operate them to their 
full economic capacity. Between these twe extremes physical 
circumstances will usually indicate the most economic size of unit in 
any particular case, but mineral occurrences vary so much in 
character, that it is impossible to rive any precise guidance on 
this question. There arc, however, Certain devices by which the 
Government can pr vide the necessary inducement to mining undertakings 
to operate their properties tthe full eccnomic capacity. For 
example : -

Even when mining is initially started in an area with units of 
economic size, changes in mining technique may make these units 
uneconomically small. In most cases of this kind the industry
will probably re-organise itself but when re-organisation is 
palpably in the public interest and is hold up unreasonably by a 
minority interest Government should be ready to effect it by 
legislation.

Rights should not normally be granted over all deposits 
of a particular mineral. There may, however, be 
exceptional cases in which the economic interests 
of the Colony justify the grant of such comprehensive 
rights, e. gu to secure unified selling of the mineral.
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(d) Social factors require consideration in connection 
with both the initial and the later stages of exploitation. 
The introduction of now mining industries into a community 
where they have -not existed before and where perhaps they can 
only be developed by immigrant labour, is bound to disrupt 
to some degree the existing structure of society. Before 
mining operations are allowed, their effect on the existing 
and future pressure on the land for the supply of the food • 
requirements of the community, should be seriously considered.^ 
Mining inevitably results in the disturbance of' the normal life 
of the district and it is, therefore, essential -that' the under
standing and goodwill of the- local^inhabitants should be 
unlisted. It is, of course, in the Government’s power’, if it owns 
the mineral rights so to regulate development by the judicious 
grant of concessions as to reduce or remove .thu danger af social 
upheaval.

Once the industry is established, social disadvantages 
are most likely to arise from the fluctuations in dem .nd,to which 
mining industries are particularly susceptible. If purely 
economic considerations were allowed to determine policy/ such 
disequilibrium of demand and supply would be met by reductions 
in labour forces. . A temporary recession may well not require 
Government intervention since companies may be ready to bear 
losses for a while.* but Governments should ba ready to take 
action themselves tc mitigate the longer depressions. There arc 
a variety of means at their disposal for this purpose and the 
following suggestions are only examples cf what they mi, nt do: 
alternative employment fur labour could be found in public 
works or other schemes; the mines could be helped by reductions 
in.taxation (pur contra, too sharp increases in employment in 
booms could be chucked by .increased taxation); or the labour 
force could be' assisted by thu establishment of compulsory 
unemployment insurance (even if such insurance is not universal 
the peculiar liability of mining to recessions in demand may 
justify its introduction fur that industry alone).

(e) Labour conditions in mining communities require 
particular care, quite apart from the liability of industry 
to fluctuations in demand to which reference has just been 
made. Ho other industry is sc likely to bring together large 
numbers of men living in close proximity and unnatural surroundings 
The psychological stresses to which the labour force is exposed 
arc thus peculiar. Many mining companies have recognised in 
those circumstances the necessity fur high standards on the 
employer's part, but Government also has its part to play. In 
the first place labour legislation should be directed towards the 
establishment of standards covering conditions of recruitment, 
safety, hours of labour, work etc; there must be proper 
inspection of working conditions and provision for accidents and 
for medical care and treatment; mining regulations can also in 
appropriate cases set the standard for the provision of food, 
housing and clothes by the management* Education services 
while primarily the concern of the Government, should also be 
a matter of concern to the employer who should where possible 
assist with the provision of facilities particularly for 
technical education to fit the workers for more responsible 
positions in the undertaking (see (f). below). Police services 
on the other hand are perhaps more appropriately borne, uven in 
isolated mining communities, by Government. The problem of 
family settlement for miners and provision for women and children 
should be kept prominently in mind and the proper housing of 
families is a necessary provision, for men should be encouraged 
to settle in with their wives. Fully organised machinery should 
be established to allow ’workers to express their grievances
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through their own chosen representatives.

Participation by indigenous peoples.

(g)

the
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cffect on the industry as

the com unity instead of increasing it
this usually takes the form . f export duties and

The general aim here should
.-f mining.

sirablu

through their own chosen representatives. The closer the 
association that can be established between the workers’ 
representatives and the management in the solution of the 
industry’s common problems, the more speedy will be the 
development of a sense of partnership in the industry and of a 
pride in its achievement.

(f) Participation by indigenous peoples. In Colonial 
conditions mining industries offer a particularly good opportunity 
for the development jf technical and managerial skill among 
indigenous pecples and all Colonial G-. vernine nt s should consider 
how they can best implement the recommendations of the 19UU 
Internntional Labour C-- aference at Philadelphia on the Prohibition 
of Colour and Religious Bars and other Discriminatory Practices. 
In some Colonics the problem can be eased by some regulation of 
recruitment fur the industry and the provision of technical 
instruction.

The financial proceeds of mining. Broadly speaking, 
a Ccluny's share ^f the proceeds of mining is comprised in the 
proportion of the working costs expended within its boundaries, 
in taxation and in royalties.

Of .these three- sources the first is, from the narrow 
point of view uf Government finance, an indirect and the other 
two direct sources of revenue. From the p.int of view of the 
C-lcny as a whulu, however, all three are sources of profit, and 
as the first is usually much the largest it should be a matter 
of particular care tc the Government. In ether words it is in 
the interests of the community to unsure that ths total proceeds 
are as large as possible, even if, on occasion, it is necessary 
tc sacrifice part uf the proceeds of direct taxation tc achieve 
this end. Sc far as working: costs are concerned, they will be- 
importantly influenced by the extent of the Government's 
intervention in regard t; such matters as ratos of wages and 
provision of medical services and ether amenities by the 
employers. The object f the Government in intervening in such 
matters is, however. t secure pm pur con Li Cions for the lab.ur 
force, net to inflate working costs; the latter is incidental 
tc, n,,t the purpose of their intervention. Obviously, an undue 
inflation of w.rKing casts cither by unreasonable demands oy a 
Government u-r by extravagant expenditure by the management, may 
have such an unfavourable effect on the industry as to reduce 
the not benefit t... the cum unity instead of increasing it. As 
re- gar .1 s tox a tin, 
income tax ur .ther taxes on profits, 
be tc establish a. system f taxati. n of sufficient flexibility to 
meet the changing fortunes of mining. Freedom uf action in 
this ru-spuct is particularly desirable- in cases where minus operate 
under leases f r long periods (some at present run for 99 years). 
In such casus the Government should, where the rate of royalty in 
the lease is unreasonably low, secure an a.uquc.tu return by the 
levying :f an export duty in addition to the royalty. In new 
leases, however, the situation would be met by including 
prevision fur a review f the rate _.f royalty at comparatively 
short intervals, say every five years. In that case it would be 
unnecessary, and indeed it would almost certainly be inacceptable 

tu mining companies; that the Government should reserve the 
right to impose an export duty in addition t. royalty. An 
export duty should, however, bu levied whu.ru the minerals under 
exploitation are Vuste-d in private owners, in order us- secure a 
share of the proceeds for the community, It is even more 
undesirable to include in concessions any exemption from income 
tax ir other taxes applicable tu industry generally.

whu.ru
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The assessment of royalties represents the most 
difficult problem and one to which more attention might well 
be directed by Colonial Governments. The economic value of 
a royalty is the value of the mineral as it lies under ground, 
i.e. it is equivalent to the market value of the mineral less 
the cost of extraction and marketing (the last term including 
a reasonable return on capital). It therefore follows that 
the quantity in which a mineral is found and the conditions 
under which it is extracted are reflected in the rate of 
royalty it can pay. In most Colonies however each mineral 
pays a standard rote of royalty and there is no variation from 
lease to lease. As a result, 
unwilling to extract low-grade 

•art of its assets
lessees on the one hand will be 
orcs, so that the Colony thereby 

fails t. realise part of its assets, and on the other will pay 
less on rich ores than such deposits could bear. Both these 
evils arc avoided by the levying of royalty on the profits 
earned on the capital employed in mining operations after . 
making allowance for amortization. The question -f adopting 
such a system in connection with gold mining in Tanganyika and 
Fiji is at present under cunsideration and if it is found 
practicable in these cases the possibility of its extension to 
other forms of mining will be considered in duo course.

The principles s.. t cut in the preceding paragraphs 
will servo Colonial Governments for the determination of the 
terms on which they cun agree tc admit com.anies tc the 
exploitation of their mineral resources, although I desire to 
repeat that Governments should seriously ctnsidor public 
exploitation wherever practicable. The rate of exploitation 
once a particular concession has been granted (and subject of 
course to the terms on which it is granted), depends primarily 
on the operating company, although it remains a matter of concern 
to the Government. Governments are, however, able to influence 
the rate of exploitation in other ways than by restrictions 
imposed on any particular lease. They must have regard to 
degree of disturbance mining operations will have on the social 
life, on the maintenance ef a right balance between agriculture 
and mining and to the danger of the creation of a lep-side-d economy 
In fact it is essential to any co-ordinated mining policy that the 
Government should have a clear conception of the policy by which 
the exploitation of minerals should be governed. As far as 
economic considerations are concerned, this-poses the question 
whether in view of the fact that minerals are a wasting asset a 
policy of conservation should be followed rather than expansion 
encouraged. A policy of ”go slow” will not however in itself 
alter the fundamental fact that minerals are a wasting asset. It

.The capacity of a Colony to retain an adequate share 
of the profits of mining in its territory also tarns to some • 
extent on the length' of the leases which it grants fur mining 
operations. Clearly the longer the duration of a lease the 
greater the likelihced of changes in the conditions under which 
mining is being carried out. In view of this it is in the

I interests of Colonies to keep the terms of their 'Leases as short 
| as possible, acid I have made suggestions in this connection in 
paragraph (b) (i) above. Moreover, in conditions in which a 
concession would tend to give a mining company a. dominant place 
in a Colony’s eccncmy, the Government c-f the- Cel* ny may think it 
proper tc stipulate as a condition of the concessitn that it 
should have the right tc nominate one or more directors and that 
such nominees should have full access to all the Company’s 
d o c ume n t s i aid .• ic c oun t s.



should be Government's policy to secure chat such a wasting asset 
should be converted into a permanent asset and that can be done oy 
securing that the money accruing to Governments from royalties etc. , 
are employed to build up such assets e. g. by training the local 
population as rapidly as possible to acquire the Knowledge and the 
aptitude to support a higher standard of living. Many .Colonial 
Governments feel that they are faced with the necessity of t 
achieving these and kindred objects as quickly as possible, and 
for that reason favour an expansive rather than a restrictive 
policy as regards exploitation of their mineral resources. It 
should, however,, be added that there may be in some areas valid 
reasons for some degree of restriction, e. g. lahd may be reserved 
for native occupation; forest reserves or other valid purposes and 
reference has been made above to the special need that may arise to 
curb mining activities in order to prevent excessive dislocation 
of the existing structure of society or to guard against sharp 
contractions in employment.

It is important, however, 
consider how far they can by direct action help in the 
of mineral resources, 
themselves • to this end.

t ha t Governme n t s should
exploi tation 

There are many opportunities that present 
The need for systematic geological surveys 

has already been mentioned. These should be as wide as possible 
and it is desirable that Government geologists should have reasonable 
access for the purpose and that all prospecting should be properly 
licensed and regulated. Secondly, within the frame work of their 
general development plans, Government can as ist the opening up of 
areas for mineral development by providing for the necessary 
transport, power and water facilities. Thirdly, Governments, 
particularly in territories where mineral deposits arc few and 
scattered, may be of special assistance to the small prospector and 
miner on whose efforts the working of such deposits is likely to 
depend. Directions in which such assistance might be of value, 
are the provision of loans, the encouragement or participation in 
organised marketing and the provision of adequate•technical advice, 
e. g. in assaying laboratories. Finally, it is suggested that as 
part of a policy of encouraging the development of secondary 
industries, special attention might be devoted to the establishment 
in mining areas, of industries to supply some .at least of the many 
manufactured articles for which a mining industry provides a market. 
This indued forms a counterpart to the assistance which a mining 
industry can give to the development of secondary industries by 
providing the raw material for local manufacturing or processing 
industries. In the latter instance, local processing and refining 
may lower costs, particularly where ore contains a large proportion 
of waste material, by lowering transport charges even to the extent 
of making it profitable to exploit ores which it would not otherwise 
be ecunomic to work.
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Circular Unnumbered December 5th. ar despatch October
17th. Memorandum on Mining Policy enclosed in despatch under reference

is being published as a Colonial Office Paper at 0900 hours G.M.T. on
December 10th with the following preface substituted for my covering
despatch, begins. In view of the importance of mining in the economic
development of Colonial Territories and impact of mining operations on
social structure of the community concerned, the Secretary of State con
siders it desirable that Colonial Governments should be furnished with
guidance on the general principles which should be followed in the fram-

The questions involved were also studied by the..ing of mining policy.
Colonial Economic Advisory Committee and their recommendations, together
with others derived from experience available in the Colonial Office in
connection with Mining Legislation and the problems have been used in

This statement has been for-preparation of the following statement.
In so doingwarded by the Secretary of State to Colonial Governments.

the Secretary of State made it clear that it was not claimed that the
exhaustive but that it did indicate the major points tostatement was

taken into consideration in framing policy.
other industrial development
as
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carried in the interests of the territ

He pointed out that no

ensure mining enterprises were
and for the general benefit of the community at large.

You may wish to arrange for simultaneouus publication locally.

mining and that it was therefore
control at all stages in order to
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CIRCULAR

1947.

I have the honour to refer to Mr. Oliver Stanley?s
circu 1 ar despatch of the 14th March, 1945, on the subject
of geological surveys in which the importance of carrying
out a much more extensive investigation and exploitation of
the mineral resources of the Colonial territories was
emphasised.

7 2. I
informed Colonial Governments that I had appointed

F. DixeyDr. as my Geological Advisor and
Director of Colonial Geological Surveys. During the past
nine months Dr. Dixey has made a comprehensive survey
of the staff required to enable the existing Colonial
Geological Survey Departments to be expanded and geological
surveys to bo instituted in.territories where no such

in order to cope with the essential
and fundamental task of completing basic geological maps
on a suitable seal throughout the Colonial Empire.

/ 3.

it was suggested that
be instituted wherever this was practicable. It now seems
that it will not be possible to pursue this sug, cstion

s inc c a
more economical use of staff can for t ho present be made

by

Geological Surveys.

The Officer Administering 
the Government of

immediately in at least the African territories,

The Church House,

Sir ,

Colonial Office,

22nd November,
Groat Smith Street,

In my circular despatch of the 10th January, 1947s

, O.B.E. ,

or ganis a t i ons ex i st,

In the circular despatch of the 14th March, 1945?
a regionally organised Service should



by continuing the existing organisation Colony by Colony
and supplementing it by regular regional conferences and by
the occasional secondment from one Colony to another of
individuals who specialise in particular branches of
geology. Whether as in the African dependencies this
approach is adoptee, or whether elsewhere a greater degree of
ti regionalisation11 may be possible it io essential to
proceed immediately with the expansion of the Colonial
Geological Service.
4. In my predecessor9 s circular despatch of the 12th November,

concerning the Colonial Development and Welfare Act of
it was indicated that assistance for geological

surveys would be made available from the Research allocution
provided under the Act. The amount earmarked for this
specific purpose was £1,000,000. It has since been decided

and
schemes. I am not proposing, however that9

the- as istance should be provided from the Colonial Governments V

development allocations but from the allocation for Central
schernes.
5. I entirely share the views of Mr. S t an ley t h a t th c
development of Colonial Geological Surveys is a matter of the
first importance and should rank high for assistance under

oven if this should entail provision in excess of
I am preparedthe £1,000,000 mentioned above.

within reasonable limits, for
100% assistance under the Acts during the next five years and
for assistance on a progressively reduced scale for throe
years thereafter which may be put forward by Colonial
Governments, with the object of expanding their existing

or for creating new organisations where
these do not already exist. Any schemes submitted must be

unless the Colonial Development
assistance under them must

necessarily

& 4-

Accordingly,

formulated on tho basis that,
and Welfare Acts are amended,

that such schemes should be classified as

1945,

tho Acts,

that year,

“Development”
not as “Rose, rch”

to view favourably any schemes,

survey organisations,



necessarily terminate at the end of the financial
end that Colonial Governments will have

thereafter to find from their own resources the whole
of the funds necessary to continue any services provided
by them.
6. 1 would accordingly request that all Colonial
Governments which have not already done so should prepare
as soon as possible schemes on the above basis covering
the next o.ight years. 1 would propose that if the schemes

they should
be reviewed at the end of the fourth year in order to
determine the measure of assistanc which will be required
from Colonial Development and Welfare funds in respect
of the remaining years.
7. it is very imp or w nt th/.t these schemes should reach

as soon as possible because of the present shortage ofme
which con only be remedied slowly during the next

Because of this shortage it is almost certainS'

that it will be impossible at first to meet the full
requirements of all Colonial Governments and I am naturally
anxious to ensure that the geologists who become available
arc distributed as equitably as possible. Every effort is
being made to interest- the Universities in the vacancies

and it is hoped
that an adequate number of recruits will be forthcoming
in the near future. to secure suitable candidatesIn order
for Colonial Geological Surveys it will be essential to
offer them employment on a permanent and pensionable basis 9

and this will no doubt be borne in mind when schemes are
s inc c,framed.

while

This should, I suggest, offer no difficulty,

year 1955-56,

? say,

geologists 
year or two.

anticipated during the next eight years,

arc approved and assistance given under the Acts,



while the essential basic mapping should be completed
within the remaining eight years of the currency of the

it will no doubt be possible to absorb many of the
officers recruited for this work in the establishments
of Colonial Geological Survey Departments as vacancies

1 have little doubt that the expansionoccur.
of the mining industries in the Colonial Empire which
may reasonably be anticipated will load to a demand
for geologists in excess of the present strength of the
Geological Surveys,

I have the honour to be,

humb1c s er van t?
Sir 9

Acts ?

Moreover ?

Y our most obedi cnt?
A. CREECH JONES.
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